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There is a lot to think about when you exhibit at an art fair. Although not the main
determining factor of show success, securing the best booth location on the fair floor is still
a large component to your marketing strategy, as it impacts both the quantity and quality of
the potential engagement. If you want to solidify your presence at Redwood Media Groups
premier art fairs across the country, secure your booth location today.

COME ON A TOUR WITH US

We're spending fall in San Diego, winter in Miami—and we'll be watching spring 2020
unfold in New York and summer 2020 in Santa Fe.

ART SAN DIEGO
Oct. 10-13, 2019

Located downtown at the San Diego Convention Center — that's right, we're
back in San Diego! — and sponsored by UBS Financial Services

back in San Diego! — and sponsored by UBS Financial Services
"Top-down, Redwood Media Group sets an enthusiastic tone that attracts the finest talent
and draws in savvy viewers and qualified collectors who leave with the lasting impression
of 'Wow!'” — Shima Shanti of Peace Waters Fine Art
EXHIBIT AT ART SAN DIEGO >

SPECTRUM MIAMI
Dec. 4-8, 2019

Located at Mana Wynwood in the heart of the Wynwood Arts District amidst
Miami Art Week
"I had such a great experience at Spectrum Miami. Awesome and helpful, attentive RMG
crew and very well organized. I was very impressed with absolutely everything. I was able
to see and meet many friends, collectors, and colleagues, and the response to my work
has been overwhelming. I am looking forward to participating in the future RMG shows."
— Dagmara Weinberg of Dagmara Weinberg Fine Art
EXHIBIT AT SPECTRUM MIAMI >

RED DOT MIAMI
DEC. 4-8, 2019

Exclusively for top emerging and established galleries from around the world
(limited to 60)
"Overall, a great show! The number of pictures people took was fantastic. We sold eight
pieces during the show. All the sales happened during the day "low tide" periods, and the

pieces during the show. All the sales happened during the day "low tide" periods, and the
turnaround this year in attendance was phenomenal. Until today, I still am following up
with people—good quality buyers and future show opportunities for my artists."
— Daibory Trujillo of DATG Concept
EXHIBIT AT RED DOT MIAMI >

ARTEXPO NEW YORK
April 23-26, 2020

41+ years of success
"Artexpo New York was amazing as usual. I have done Artexpo several times and it never
disappoints—every time I gain more visibility, more knowledge, and confidence that I am
in the right place. I love Artexpo! Redwood Media puts on a great show and they are
always there to help."
— Louise Cutler of Louise Cutler Studio
EXHIBIT AT ARTEXPO NEW YORK >

ART SANTA FE
July 16-19, 2020

The culminating event of the inaugural Santa Fe Art Week
"The show has been surprising! It's our first time, and it's been a good show. Of course, I
was especially excited to two of my paintings, including Chamisa for $15,500! It has been
wonderful to see a variety of artists and attendees coming from all over the world!"
— David Perez Escudero of Inart Gallery

EXHIBIT AT ART SANTA FE >
Don’t miss the opportunity to reach new audiences when you broaden your reach and
market base by exhibiting at one of our 2019 and 2020 shows, Art San Diego, Spectrum
Miami, Red Dot Miami, or Artexpo New York 2020, Art Santa Fe. Give Eric Smith a call
at 216-225-0962, or email: eric@redwoodmg.com to book your ticket to success.
Warmly,
The Redwood Media Group Team
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